
WRITE ABOUT IT

Q: How has your relationship with God been different when you were dating someone as opposed to when you
weren't?

Q: If you could plan out your life, at what age would you want to transition from being single to married—if at all?
• Have you seriously considered remaining single for your whole life?

Q: How do messages from others affect your attitudes about remaining single?

Q: Do you have any sense about what God may have in mind for you as a married person or a single person? Ifso,
write as many specific things as you can.

Some people believe there's no room for erotic expression of any kind
before people are married. In other words they believe you shouldn't
date in the contemporary sense before you are committed to marry. In
this scenario you'd remain friends with someone, getting to know them
better and better, but not dating them or getting physically involved.

WRITE ABOUT IT

Q: Take five minutes to write as many reasons as you can why you
believe that's a genuinely brilliant idea.
• Now, take five minutes to write as many reasons as you can why

that's a genuinely dumb idea.

THINK ABOUT IT
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Q: Suppose you kissed dating goodbye. Would that create problems for you?
• Would it solve any problems If you kissed dating goodbye?

Q; Suppose you choose to date in a more or less normal pattern from now on.Would that create problems for you?
• Would dating like everybody else solve any problems for you?

WRITE ABOUT IT

Q: How compatible do you think Christianity is with American-style dating?

Q: Do you think men and women can really be friends? Why or why not?
• What does dating do for you that an intimate friendship doesn't—positively and negatively?
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